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FORD C-4 TRANSBRAKE
Part # 643080

PACKING LIST

Compu-Flow Valve Body
643051
643083
643087
643088
643089

Packed by:

Spring, Transbrake Valve
Transbrake Valve
Clamp, Solenoid
Solenoid & Adapter Assembly
Reinforcing Ring

645411 Billet Servo Kit
951205 Bolt (4)
951450 Bolt (1)
953026 Lock Washer (4)
953050 AN Washer (1)
Transbrake Decals
1 Instruction Sheet

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR PUSH-IN MODULATOR ONLY
1. Drill two 1/4" vent holes in the bottom of the piston bore. Plug the factory drain back hole in the case next to the
piston bore with a 1/8" allen pipe plug. Install the heavy duty release spring with the front band apply piston.
2. The molded seal on the rear band apply piston must be soft and pliable. If not, the piston must be replaced.
Install the reinforced rear band apply piston cover in place of the stock cover.
3. Use the direct (high) clutch piston and drum which uses the single release spring. Use the spring which has a
wire diameter of .235. Use at least four friction clutches and set the clearance between .050 and .060.
4. Set the forward clutch pack clearance between .025 and .040. The forward clutch disk type release spring
must be in excellent condition. The forward clutch pack is located in the drum that the input shaft splines into.
5. Front band adjustment, set course thread adjustment at 1-1/4 turns. If adjustment screw is fine thread, set fine
thread adjustment at 3 turns. Set rear band adjustment at 3 turns. Apply sealer to adjustment lock nuts.
6. Install the transbrake valve with its release spring into the modulator valve bore. Install the solenoid assembly
with the o-ring in place of the modulator. Secure with the clamp and supplied bolt. Check for free movement of
the solenoid and valve. The transbrake valve must close the last chamber and open into the second chamber
by approximately .035" when pushed in by the solenoid.
7. Install the transbrake valve body and its special manual valve with the fluid filter that matches the depth of the
pan used.
8. Be sure the dipstick and tube are compatible and will read the correct fluid level in the transmission which is
approximately 1/4" above the pan rail.
9. When a clamp-on shifter lever is used, it must be positioned on the shift linkage shaft so that the sweep of its arc
allows full and proper movement of the transmission’s internal shift linkage, from park to the high gear position.
Check shifter adjustment in ALL selector positions.

10.Use 12 gauge wire to connect the transbrake button to a 12 volt power source and solenoid. The battery
must be fully charged for the transbrake solenoid to work properly.
11. Clean the transmission pan on a regular basis to remove any contaminants which may cause a malfunction
of the transbrake valve body.
12.This valve body has a reverse shift pattern (PRN123) and MUST be used with a shifter built for a reverse
shift pattern. Reverse is engaged by shifting into reverse and pressing the transbrake button. The transbrake
will apply only in low gear.

INTERMEDIATE SERVO MODIFICATIONS
NOTE! When this transbrake is installed, the governor assembly and the three sealing rings
on the governor support are no longer needed and may be removed and discarded.

Drill two 1/4" vent holes in the
bottom of the piston bore.
Locate as illustrated.

TWO 1/4" VENT HOLES

TAP THIS HOLE WITH
A 1/8 PIPE TAP AND
INSTALL PLUG

Accidental transbrake engagement poses a serious safety risk! You
must have Safety Electronics in place to safeguard against accidental
engagement of the transbrake solenoid when not intended.
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